[Long term potentiation of the synaptic efficacy: mechanisms, functional properties and role in learning and memory].
It is widely assumed that information is stored in the brain as changes in the efficacy of synaptic connections on those neurons which are activated during learning. In the past decade, long-term potentiation (LTP) of synaptic efficacy has become the dominant model in the search for the cellular bases of learning and memory. Today, considerable progress has been made in understanding the synaptic events underlying LTP and in identifying the neural systems which express LTP. In parallel, the hypothesis that the mechanisms underlying LTP are activated during learning and actually serve learning and memory has gained much empirical support. This article summarizes present knowledge about the properties and mechanisms of LTP and reviews the major experimental strategies that have been pursued to elucidate its functional significance in learning and memory. The data provide a working framework within which the dynamics of cellular mechanisms of learning and memory is profiled.